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Student Legislature
Student representative Bob Behling criticizes the purpose and performance of the S. C. Student Legislature in his letter on page 2.

Skydiving
Gerald Garrert, assistant news
editor, gives a first hand account
of the death-defying sport of skydiving. See Garrett's story on page
3.

'He Roars For A Better Clemson University"

Howard Denies Rumor
Of Plans To Retire

Senate Backs "Dixie"
And Confederate Flag

By BILL RHODES
Sports Editor

Last Feb., Timms "announced" the
supposed replacement of Bobby
Roberts as the Tiger's head basketball
Clemson head football coach Frank coach. Such reports proved to be false.
Howard emphatically denied rumors
Howard's status as the "dean of
of his impending retirement at his week- American football coaches" has
ly news conference in Greenville last prompted rumors of his retirement anTuesday.
nually for the past several years.
Coach Howard told reporters thathe
The Baron appeared quite angry
was fed up "with the fellows who have when he said, "When I get ready to rebeen retiring me from football for the tire, I'll not beat around the bush about
past ten years." Howard made his it. I'm getting sick and tired of people
denial in answer to a report made by bothering me and pestering me. I
Leslie Timms in the Tuesday edition thought I had some friends."
of the Spartanburg Herald-Journal.
In his 30 years at Clemson, Howard
Timms reported that Howard would has posted a record of 165 wins against
retire after 30 years as head football 114 losses and 12 ties. He has taken
coach at Clemson but remain as athletic Clemson to six post-season bowl games
director. Also reported was that Florida and five Atlantic Coast Conference
State coach Bill Peterson would replace tides.
the Baron.
Peterson has been at FSU for thelast
ten years. Previously, hewaslinecoach
In his column entitled "Frank under Paul Dietzel at LSU.
Howard Retiring as Tiger Coach,"
Timms related that Howard would
retire after coaching in the Hula Bowl
in Honolulu next January.
Timms wrote that Peterson, who had
refused an offer to coach the San Francisco 49'ers, had agreed to come to
Clemson before the season started.
According to Timms, Howard's "retirement" is supposed to be announced
at the Clemson-CarolinagameonNov.
22 with Peterson's acceptance coming a
week later when the Seminoles end their
season.

The Baron

Cemetery Hill

-Littleiohn

By BOB THOMPSON
Staff Writer
Student Senate passed a
resolution Monday night supporting the playing of Dixie
and the display of the Confederate flag at all university
functions.
The resolution presented by
Vice President Gary Clary,
was brought to the floor for
discussion along with another
resolution sponsored by Dennis Moore of the Judiciary
Committee.
Both resolutions were tabled
at last week's meeting so the
senators would have more
time to determine the opinions
of their respective halls on the
issue.
The Judiciary Committee's

resolution stated that the
Clemson University Administration, student body, or athletic department would not be
represented by any symbol
which has ever been used as a
sign of armed rebellion
against the U.S. government.
This resolution had been
earlier amended to exclude
the playing of Dixie from its
jurisdiction. In a roll call vote,
the resolution was defeated 28
to 10.
The passage of Clary's resolution, by a roll call vote
of 28 to 9, gives Senate endrosement to the use of Dixie
and the Confederate flag by
the Tiger Band, the cheerleaders and all other university
organizations.

Regional Moratorium Halted;
Request For Injunction Denied
By GERALD GARRETT
Assistant News Editor

Head football coach Frank
Howard this week denied newspaper reports that he would
retire after the Clemson-TJSC
game Nov. 22.
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United States District Judge Donald
Russell Tuesday denied a request by
the Clemson University Moratorium
Committee that he issue a temporary
restraining order to prevent the University from interfering with the planned
Southeastern Regional Moratorium.
Russell's ruling, in effect, forced the
Moratorium Committee to give up plans
for the regional meeting and plan for a
local observance of the moratorium.
A spokesman for the American Civil
Liberties Union said Wednesday his organization is considering appealing the
case to the Fourth U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Richmond, Va.
The decisidn to favor the administration's stand came Tuesday after a two-day
hearing in Columbia, during which administration and Steering Committee attorneys argued their cases before Russell.

The Committee had originally asked for
the use of University facilities on Oct. 30.
After a meeting of University President
Robert C. Edwards and the University
Executive Council, Edwards issued a
statement in which he denied the use of
facilities for a regional meeting but promised such facilities for a local moratorium.
Edwards cited as reasons for denial off
the request "security implications and the
expense entailed in utilization of campus
facilities for such a meeting."

torium when "outsiders" participated in
the demonstration and caused hostile feelings among many of the non-moratorium
members of the student body..
"I feel strongly the responsibility delegated me for the welfare of Clemson students," said Cox, "and I feel it is best to
observe a local moratorium."
Judge Russell asked if the Moratorium
Committee had enough time to plan a
regional meeting and expressed fear that
the meeting would draw a "motley aggregate" of demonstrators.
Rauch Wise, an American Civil Liber-

ties Union attorney who represented the
students, said the time element should
not enter into the judge's decision.
Wise cited examples of past regional
meetings on the Clemson campus, particularly the two Student League for Black
Identity talk-ins.
The judge issued an eleven-page statement late Tuesday afternoon in which he
denied the request for the restraining
order.
In his statement, he cited the time element involved and the fear that disruption would result if the regional moratorium were held on campus.

The Steering Committee filed a complaint against the University Nov. 4,
claiming that their constitutional rights
under the First and Fourteenth Amendments were being violated. .
The case came before Russell Monday
morning in. Columbia. Testifying for the
defense, Walter Cox, vice president for
student affairs, said that violence was
narrowly averted during the Oct. 15 mora-

Ravenel To
Speak Here

Blacks Discuss Future
By THOMPSON
and WALKLET
Staff Writers
The Student League for
Black Identity held its second annual talk-in last Saturday, featuring discussions
concerned with the future of
the Negro in South Carolina.
Thomas Broadwater, a
young attorney from Columbia, conducted a workshop
on the importance of black
land-holding and the need
for better and more extensive housing for the Negro.
Allard Allston, assistant
director of the South Carolina Council on Human Relations, spoke about the role
of the black youth in the
Negro's struggle for identity.
The theme of the talk-in
was "Toward a Collective
Black Destiny." The general
assembly in Brackett Hall
commenced with a questionand-answer session, with approximately 75 persons attending.
A film produced by the
American Civil Rights Commission, entitled "Cycle to
Nowhere," was also shown.
The film depicted the plight
of the blacks in several industrial communities of Alabama and pointed out some
inadequacies of the welfare
and employment programs
there.
The workshops were originally scheduled to be held
simultaneously in separate
classrooms of Hardin Hall,
but instead were combined
into a single discussion session conducted by Broadwater and Allston.
Broadwater stressed the
need to get blacks on the land
in South Carolina in order to
obtain power, saying that
"power comes from numbers."
He said, "I hope I'm wrong
in believing this way, but it
seems to me that the South
Carolina government is making conditions bad for the
blacks so that they will move
out of the state, and thus
will not threaten the power
structure here."
He explained the declining property values by say-

ing, "Because of discrimination in job opportunities, it
is often necessary for a
black man to hold two jobs
and work as much as sixteen hours a day. Since the
black man then has no free
time for his family or for
the maintenance of his property, both property values
and family relationships decline."
Concerning the relations
between Negroes and whites,
Allston said, "I don't hate
whites nor do I like them,
but I do know that I sure
can't trust them." He stressed the need for communication between the general
black populace and those
blacks who have achieved financial success by saying,
"Niggers, whether they get
$30,000 a year or drive a
hog, are still niggers."
Allston added, "There's nothing romantic about being a
nigger. Don't look downyour
nose at other blacks of you're
making a little more money
than they are."

He called the conflict over
Dixie and the Confederate flag
"a manifestation of much
more subtle and deep-rooted
problems which must be acted
upon." Allston predicted that
if the administration gives in
to SLBI demands on this controversy, it would then take
away something else in return.
One black student said, "A
lot has been said and laws
have been passed, but nothing has really been done. I
personally am getting fed
up." Another Negro said,
"Black people must do things
for themselves; the whites
think we can't do anything
for ourselves."
Allston, speaking about
the amount of discrimination
against the Negro, criticized
the current power structure
by saying that "laws are
mandatory for blacks and
optional for whites." He asked that the blacks place
more emphasis on actions
and programs rather than
rhetoric, and said that blacks
need more organization in

their reform programs so
that they might apply themselves more efficiently.
Joe Grant, SLBI president, said, "Negroes have finally realized that integration is not necessarily good
for blacks. A power structure is always going to be
there because the white man
fears it, when the power
structure is gone, the blacks
will literally take over. Laws
were passed to force government contractors to hire Negroes, but these laws have
not been enforced."
Broadwater accused South
Carolina and other Southern
states of discriminatory
practices in employment and
industry. He elaborated that
"some states, when a new
factory is built, will grant
that company a ten-year tax
write-off if the state is allowed control of the employment office. In Columbia, a
black college graduate will
receive, on the average, the
same pay as a white high
school graduate."

Vietnam Moratorium steering committee
members Charles Whitmire (left), and
Mike Sloan discuss alternatives to Judge
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Russell's ruling denying students the right
to hold the Regional Moratorium at Clemson this weekend.

Student Convicted For
Throwing Watermelon
C^

By HARRY BRYAN
Staff Writer
The Court of Lesser Appeals
Wednesday night found a
sophomore student guilty of
littering.
In a statement to T. J. Tisdale, head of dormitory residence, another sophomore
student said than on the evening of Oct. 1, 1969, an individual walking with him
was summoned from a window in the E section of Johnstone Hall. Clayton said that
when the individual was underneam the window of one of
the rooms a watermelon was
thrown from the window, narrowly missing the individual.
It was later determined that
six students were in the room
at the time of the incident.
Tisdale summoned the students in question to his office,
and there was a general agreement that only three of the students actually took part in the
affair.

talk

Senate President James Foster ruled that if the resolution
by the Judiciary Committee
should be passed, then the second resolution would not be
voted upon, since it directly
contradicted the first one.
Clary asked for a reversal
of the ruling by Foster, and
the Senate voted in Clary's
favor.
The Senate unanimously
passed a resolution, by senior Senator Dennis Moore, stating that all students shall
have the right to peaceably
participate in demonstration
against the Vietnam War, and
that any student who chooses
not to participate in the Moratorium should cease to harass
such protestors.
Moore asked that all student
leaders warn the student body
not to harass any participants
in the upcoming Moratorium.
In other action, the Senate
unanimously passed a bill
presented by Jr. Senator Brad
Keeney to establish impeachment proceeding for Clemson
Student Government.
The bill states that any senator may make a motion to
impeach and that the majority of Student Senate must approve the motion before an
impeachment trial can be initiated.
The Academic Affairs Committee reported unfavorably
on a bill by Sr. Senator Mike
Smith stating that no student
shall be refused admittance
to Clemson for being a nonresident of South Carolina.
Student Senate accepted the
committee report, thus defeating the bill.
Also passed was a resolution by the Traffic and
Grounds Committee asking
for one-hour visitor parking
in front of Barnett and Manning Halls.

At the trial, the defendent
pleaded guilty to the charge
of littering, but the defense
stated that it would attempt
to prove that the individual at
whom the watermelon was allegedly thrown was nowhere
near the area hit by the watermelon. In fact, stated the defense, the individual in question may never have existed.

The first witness for the defense stated that the students
involved were "just fooling
around," and "threw it out the
window for a laugh." He added that he could not remember
whose idea it was to throw the
watermelon out the window,
but said, "We weren't trying
to hit anybody."
The defense called another
student who stated that it was
his idea to throw the watermelon out of the window.
When cross-examined, he said
that he was not aware of the
student regulations governing
such behavior.

The
Thedefendentt
defendent took the stand
next, and stated that he actually threw the watermelon. He
also said that he was aware
of the student regulations, but
did not stop to consider the
consequences at the time.
None of the witnesses recalled seeing anyone closer
than 15 feet to the spot where
the watermelon hit, before or
after the incident.
After a short deliberation,
the court decided to recommend to the administration
that a written reprimand be
placed on record,
to be
removed at the beginning 0f
his junior year.

By JACK LYNCH
Staff Writer
Arthur Ravenel of Charleston, candidate for the Republican nomination for governor, will speak to the Young
Republicans on Nov. 20 in
the chemistry auditorium at
7 p.m.
Ravenel's speech is part of
a club program to have the
three main candidates for the
Republican gubertorial nomination speak at Clemson before the primary.
"Congressman Albert Watson (R-S.C), of the Second
Congressional District, will
speak to the club in February
and state senator Floyd
Spence spoke in September,"
stated club president Dennis
Moore. "Ravenel, Watson and
Spence have all been mentioned as possible Republican
candidates for governor."
Commenting on Ravenel's
campaign, Moore said, "Mr.
Ravenel has been informally
campaigning since this past
spring. He has made numerous speaking appearances before civic groups across the
state."
Regarding Ravenel's policies, Mooresaid,"Ravenelhas
emphasized the importance of
education for the future
growth and development of
this state. He has said several
times recently that we must put
South Carolina schools above
the south-eastern average if
we are to keep our bright
young people from leaving the
state."
"Ravenel considers re-alignment of the state budget necessary to channel more money
directly into education," added Moore.

Tatum Speaks On Draft
Arle Tatum, Executive Secretary of the
Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors (CCCO), will speak on the "Draft and the
University" Nov. 20 at 4 p.m. inRoom20 of
Hardin Hall.
Tatum was imprisoned for over three years
at age 18 for "failure and refusal to register"
for the draft. He was imprisoned a second
time for the same offense in 1949, serving most
of a one and a half year sentence.
Prison did not change Tatum's attitude
toward those in power. Although he did not
usually object to his duties, he balked when
assigned to pickaxing frozen manure. He
submitted his resignation and gave two weeks
notice. "They said I could not resign, and I
assured them that, while I did not wish to question their word, the fact that I had resigned
indicated that they were not correct," he said.
He was reassigned to the diet kitchen.

"Noncooperation with conscription is one
of the grandfathers of civil disobedience in the
modern world," Tatum says.
Born in Iowa in 1923, Tatum spent one and
a half years at William Penn College in Oskaloosa, Iowa and then specialized in music at
the American Observatory of Music in Chicago.
Tatum sang professionally in opera, operettas, oratorios, and folk singing. In 1960, he
organized the Triennial Conference of War
Resisters International at Gandhigran, India.
Tatum is a director of PEACE NEWS (London) and the (CCCO) representative to the
Council of Turn Toward Peace and Consultative Peace Council.
The Clemson Draft Information Service is
sponsoring the talk.
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Opinions expressed on the editorial page
are those of the individual writer, excepting
the lead editorial which expresses the majority opinion of The Tiger editorial board.
DENNIS BOLT, Editor-in-Chief
JOHN NORTON, Associate Editor

DICK HARPOOTLIAN, Associate Editor

RANDAL ASHLEY, Executive News Editor
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Get Together
The so-called "apathetic majority" of Ciemson students is rapidly
dwindling as more and more controversial issues absorb student
minds into opposing factions, each
sold on the righteousness of its
cause.
Ideological lines are being drawn
between those who formerly had
little to say on subjects beyond the
quality of the cafeteria food, bad
seats at football games and catastrophic blind dates.
These same students have been
caught up in a substantial polarization of the student body that supplants the old problem of massive
complacency with a potentially
more dangerous situation.
Forces are mounting day by day
on the issues of Vietnam and the
various moratoria, the right of
Ciemson students to host regional
meetings, the use of the Confederate flag by cheerleaders, the playing of "Dixie" by the marching
band, rejuvenated racial prejudice,
student activist objectives and the
relationship of the administration
to the student body.
This germination of student
thought could be the most meaningful development in the evolution
of Ciemson intellectual life, but the
rigid factionalization of thought, as
it is now developing, will stagnate
discourse and result in blind, emotional warfare.
The issues that are dividing the
student body are all pertinent, and
some of them are reflections of more
fundamental problems. If they are
tcrfcerresqlved, however, they must
be debated sanely and objectively,
not through hate letters, shouting
and self-righteous preaching.
Apparently, though, not even the
latter crude vehicles of expression

are being used to any significant
extent. Groups are jumping hastily and blindly to preconceived conclusions, without bothering to discuss their values and beliefs with
other groups.
This mental gang war is tragically dichotomous with the conception
of higher education, and there is no
place for entrenched bigotry in the
university. Rightists, leftists, moderates and the unaligned have no
right to withdraw into intolerant
factional enclaves.
Each of us has the responsibility
to listen to others and to see if their
attitudes and opinions are credible,
limited, of course, by each person's
perspective. If we find the arguments of other students unacceptable to our viewpoints, we should
maintain an amicable difference of
opinion.
We believe that Ciemson students
can rationally solve the problems
that are currently fragmentizing
major interest groups. We do not
suggest that people relinquish their
personal ideals, only that they take
pragmatic steps to destroy superficial obstacles that split them into
angry groups.
We must cultivate an atomsphere
of tolerance, honesty and human
understanding. Each of us must
learn to respect others and to appreciate the conditions that spawn
various sets of ideals. We must listen to what other people are trying
to say and give anyone the opportunity to peacefully express his
views.
- Political polarization breeds violence, and violence breeds police
repression. If the present trend
continues, problems that most of us
have never foreseen will preclude
any hope of free discussion.

DELEGATE TELLS WOES

SCSSL - A Waste Of Time?
EDITOR'S NOTE: Roberi
Behling spent four days last
week in Columbia participating as a delegate in the
S. C. State Student Legislature. He presents his observations in the following
letter to the Tiger.
Dear Sir,
For years now, cries
against the establishment
and the terrible mess our
parents (the "older" generation) left this world in, have
been echoing across this nation. For four days last
week I, an admittedly selfstyled liberal, member of the
student "movement," and
pseudo-radical, was the establishment. It was challenging at first, but later became
nauseating.
Perhaps I'm just too idealistic; at any rate, I assuredly expected too much from
the fall session of the South
Carolina State Student Legislature, SCSSL.
Over 180 students, representing 15 colleges and universities
throughout
the
state, met in the State House,
in the very chambers of the
"real" House and Senate, to
act out a carefully scripted
parody of State government.
For four days we gingerly
weighed the responsibilities

of our elders. We legislated,
we had our "Chief Justice"
rule on constitutionality, we
amended, we enacted, our,
"House" stood in deference
to the entrance into joint
session of our "Senate," we
gave standing ovations of
welcome to pepsodent smiling, faith spewing, cherubic
looking, and alcohol reeking
"real" legislators, we elected a "Governor," our "Governor signed bills, we imitated the committees, chambers, and procedures of our
state's government, etc., etc.,
ad iniinitum, ad nauseum.
The Ciemson delegation,
23 well-meaning and funloving students of the Ciemson environment, but all
with differing backgrounds,
arrived and left right on
time, perhaps that is what
was wrong with the whole
expedition. We partied, we
politicked (sic), we argued
among ourselves on matters
of conduct, and we attended
delegation caucuses every
night so that we could collect our daily food and drink
allowance. Some of us learned a little more about the
ambiguities that are the relationships of legislators to
constituents to SCSSL to
basic ethical beliefs and

FRANKLY SPEAKING

by Phil Frank
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sources of power.
There were fulfilling moments, for exam"ple, the passage of a joint resolution asking the real legislature to
appropriate money for a
Ciemson Student Union, and
bills asking for local option
for liquor by the drink.
Other bills asked for legal abortions under certain
circumstances, a student
member on the Board of
Trustees of every state-supported school, and the elimination of the death penalty.
Yet the overall affair was
discouraging. As a position
paper passed out by the Citadel delegation noted, we
decry our elders and their
establishment yet when the
opportunity to do something
presents itself what do we
do? We adopt the same
methods and standards used
by them.
We elected Bill Allison of
Ciemson to the State executive position of Speaker of
the House Pro Tempore. One
Ciemson delegate noted we
should nominate Bill because
"He's cute and girls will vote
for a cute candidate."
We bogged ourselves down
in procedures and politics,
. as the Ciemson University
Student Senate does weekly,
and managed to pass only 13
of the scores of worthy bills
and resolutions presented
for consideration.
Even among the Ciemson
delegation, which I understand made a better performance this year than ever before, I saw instances of, and
with some delegates nothing
but, actions which presented
an attitude of unconcern for
the advertised matter at
hand, namely passing recommendations, in the forms
of bills and resolutions, to
the "real" legislators of Columbia.
These people, some of
them occasionally, and some
of them continuously, were
in those varying amounts interested more in recessing
for lunch, adjourning for
dinner and the all-night
parties, extending the recesses for lunch, showing up
at 11:00 for a 9:00 morning
session, going back to school
for a fraternity party, or
passing love letters in the
House chamber, than in the
sober-minded and thoughtful discussion of recommendations to our peers, which
was the supposed reason
why Student Government
and the University itself
spent more than $800.00 to
send us to Columbia in the
first place.

IN LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Student Senate Praised For Action;
Concessions To Minorities Must Stop
Dear Sir,
All efforts that we, the organizers and supporters of the
petition to keep "Dixie" and
the confederate flag, have put
out the past two weeks were
rewarded tonight at the Student
Senate meeting. The Student
Senate, by a vote of 28-10,
passed a resolution "to encourage the playing of 'Dixie'
by the Tiger Band and the displaying of the Confederate
Flag by the Ciemson Cheerleaders at all athletic events
and other events deemed appropriate."
We are very pleased to see
that the democratic process
is still present on our campus
and that our elected representatives see fit to vote in such
a manner that represents the
views of the majority of Ciemson University students,
We thank the student senators who supported and passed
the resolution and the 3100plus persons who signed our
petition.
Richard Wooten
John Richards
Sandy Edge
E. Rawson Griffin

Disgusting
Dear Sir,
To begin with I was outraged
that your paper would lower
Coach Howard to the level of
Paul McCartney. It's an insult
to Mr. Howard that you even
write articles about him, but
when you associate our coach
with a user of narcotics and
preacher of free love and mysticism, it's really becoming
too much. I know it really
must be hard for Mr. Norton
to find targets for his bitter
sarcasm, but there really are
bad things in the world that
need much more help than

Frank Howard or Tillman
Hall.
I realize also that Coach
Howard probably feels nothing
about such columns, but I do.
Believe it or not, Mr. Norton,
Frank Howard has been great
for longer than you have existed. He'll probably be here long
after you're gone, and everyone at Ciemson will praise
him when you've been long
forgotten.
As for Coach Howard's intelligence, I think you should
check your facts. He already
has his college diploma, and
I'm not so sure from your
columns, if that garbage collector isn't superior (mentally) to you! A Southern accent is not a sign of illiteracy,
and many of us can hear Coach
Howard and think of Ciemson.
For thousands of people Ciemson is Frank Howard, and always will be.
Your cuts on our coach show
your lack of respect and recognition of true greatness.
Your cuts on Frank Howard
also show a lack of originality.
After all, you only satirize
him every other week . . If
you want something to ridicule, I suggest you look around
the "Tiger" staff room or better yet into the mirror!!! You
really must have something
wrong somewhere, now surely. After all, even beards and
long hair don'tcover up what's
really wrong inside. Take a
look at yourself before you try
to tear down a man who is, indeed, a legend in his own time.
Kathy Head

Minorities
Dear Sir,
The November 1, 1969,
Issue of the "News & Courier" carried a reprint of an

editorial you recently printed
in "The Tiger" referring to
the Confederate Flag in rather
offensive terms.
I am a man eligible for
membership in both the" Sons
of the American Revolution"
and also the "Sons of Confederate Veterans". For this
reason, I feel compelled to offer some comments.
Your editorial says: "Isthe
Confederate flag something a
person can really be proud of?
If so, one can be proud of
waging war on his nation. That
glorious Civil war would be
called treason today."
During the American Revolution, the colonies waged war
upon their lawful government.
Their actions were called
treason and many were executed and others severely punished. According to the British, theAmericanflagwasthe
"flag of treason." The patriots considered their actions
justifiable and today we honor
them and their flag.

They took the position that
grandfathers had done.
a state had a natural right to
The North did not agree with
secede from the parent nation
this view and called them" reand set forth this belief in
bels" and "traitors". They
the Declaration of Indepenseceded anyway. The fact that
dence. The British did not
the Confederates did not win
agree with this view and called the resulting war does not
them "rebels" and "traimean they were wrong. The
tors.' ' They seceded anyway.
Confederate Flag became, for
The American Flag became a
many people both North and
symbol of resistance to tyranSouth, another symbol of reny.
sistance to tyranny.
The government set up by
In the American Revolution
the infant Nation was reasonmentioned above, several hunably free and showed great dred Negroes fought for the
promise. Soon, however, seccolonists. On the other hand
tional
rivalries began to
many thousands of Negroes
show themselves. The situa- fought against American libtion deteriorated to the point erty. The British Army raised
of border warfare. Then some whole regiments with white ofNorthern leaders began to hint ficers. The first such regiof plans to invade the South.
ment was called " Lord DunsThe Southern people became
more's Ethiopians."
convinced that they had merely ^
This business of appeasing
swapped masters. They then
the feelings of minority groups
adopted the doctrine of the
has gone to absurb lengths.
Patriots of 1776, as set forth During the 1950's, plans were
in the Declaration of Indepenconsidered to change the name
dence, and seceded from the
of the White House to "Preparent nation - just as their
sident's House." The harm-

less songs of Stephen Foster
had to be re-worded. The hit
record by Nelson Eddy, entitled '' Shortening Bread'' had to
be withdrawn from all radio
and TV networks. In Denver
and many other cities the song
"White Christmas" had to be
abolished. I could give you
hundreds of such examples.

In each case, silly people
surrendered to these childish
protests. "Dixie" and the
Confederate Flag are now under attack just as these others
were. The time has come to
call a halt to the policy of
surrender to such childish
demands. The time has also
come for our Negro citizens
to "grow up." After all, Southern white people attending
Northern colleges don't protest the "Battle Hymn of the
Republic" — they're too mature to do so.

I believe the actions of
the Ciemson delegation were
better on the whole, if such
a generalization can be
made, or at least as good as
any other delegation, with
the possible exception of the
Citadel; but this does not in
any way mean that our actions were beyond reproach.
It simply means that the
actions and attitudes of every delegation left something to be desired.
On . Tuesday afternoon
Solomon Blatt, Speaker of
the House, told us how we
were such a fine bunch of
young people. He also knew
that with the future of the
state in our hands South
Carolina had nothing to
worry about.
On Tuesday night, the motel these same fine young
people were staying at, called the police, and only some
very fast talking and assurances that similar disturbances of the peace and other laws would not again occur, saved the entire 1969
S. C. State Student Legislature from eviction.
That $800, and the time
and energy expended by
Clemson's 23 delegates in
four days of missed classes
and hours of planning, could
have perhaps been better
spent in simply writing letters to every state official,
noting the scores of presented
recommendations,
of
which only 13 will ife published in the official SCSSL
bill book.
Why did we have to put
a make-believe "Governor's"
signature on a recommenda-

tion which will be smiled at,
and then treated like any
other letter to a legislator.
For that is all that bill
book is. Every day of the
session someone fashioned
the SCSSL as a "lobbying"
pressure group and yet the
SCSSL has no means or program to follow up on or exert pressure for passage of
legislation based on any of
the recommendations sent
to our legislators.
What we really have done,
it seems, is to "cop-out." Instead of fighting for the 18
year old vote in this state,
we satisfied ourselves with
this make-believe, sandbox
voice in our government.
We pay taxes, yet have no
say in how they are spent,
we can die in Vietnam, yet
have no vote in electing the
man who sends us there.
We have sidestepped the
real issue of power in state
government for the 18-21
year old citizens of South
Carolina. We have only prolonged our wait for this
power, the vote, by accepting this pseudc-lobbying organization where we can all
slap each other on the backs,
commending ourselves on
what "fine young people" we
are and what power and influence we have through the
mature actions of SCSSL.
In fact that influence is
non-existent, the only mature actions will come
through voting, not the expensive and time-consuming
SCSSL.
ROBERT M. L. BEHLING

By JOHN NORTON
Associate Editor

And so I hate Ciemson.
I say bad things about Ciemson . . . because
I hate it.
And The Tiger hates Ciemson, too ... because it prints my column and says other bad
things about Ciemson, independent of my own.
And that's why I bother to say anything . . .
because I hate Ciemson.
That's why Tiger staffers spend 20 hours a
week, working to put the paper out . . . because
they hate Ciemson.
Maybe it's the salaries . . . for the Senior
Staff, about 4^ an hour. Or maybe it's the experience they gain . . . one out of every twenty Tiger staffers goes into professional journalism. But
mostly it's just because they all HATE CLEMSON.
What a hate that must be! It drives students
to give up free time, to study on weekends, to stay
up until 2 or 3 a.m., three nights a week ... all
because they hate Ciemson so.
But then, who loves Ciemson?
No doubt the good American boys who stood
on the Loggia in October, ready to kill demonstrators to protect democracy and the school's
good name . . . because they love Ciemson.
Or perhaps it's the alumni, who breeze into
town on football weekends and discover what's
really going on, perhaps threatening to withdraw
their IPTAY contributions . . . because they love
Ciemson.
Then maybe it's the administration, who twists
the truth enough to placate the irate alumni and
keep those IPTAY funds, insisting that nothing's
wrong and nothing's changed . . . because they
LOVE CLEMSON.
And what a love that must be! They love
Ciemson so much they let it stagnate and die in
spirit . . . real spirit . . . spirit which makes
men want to know the Truth, the rest be damned.
No, we who criticize don't hate Ciemson . . .
we love Ciemson more than any of you . . . we
want to see it get better.
And you know who you are. Or maybe you
don't . . . and maybe that's the whole problem.

W. M. Cromwell
Timmonsville

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

SCSSL Delegation Receives Praise
Dear Sir,
This past week I had the
pleasure of working with the
Ciemson delegation at South
Carolina State Student Legislature. The delegation contributed greatly to the spirit of
legislation. It also contributed
to the leadership of SCSSL by
having Bill Allison elected as
Speaker Pro Tempore of the
House.
Bill has strong dedication
to student government, and he
will be an asset to facets of
Legislature which have needed positive leadership.
We at Winthrop hope that
your joint resolution concern-

ing the allocations for a student union will receive immediate action from the General
Assembly.
I have been closely associated with various members
of your delegation through
SCSSL for several years. I
have always found Ciemson
extremely helpful and constructive in its work in Columbia. I consider myself
and my delegation exceptionally fortunate to have been
able to lobby at SCSSL with
such an active delegation.
Congratulations again to
Bill and the entire delegation
and thank you for your contri-

bution in making the Fall 1969
Session of SCSSL such an outstanding success.
Cookie Clyburn
Chairman, Winthrop
Delegation, SCSSL

Letters Policy
The Tiger requires that
every letter be accompanied
by the name of the author
in order to be considered for
publication. Names will be
withheld at request of the
writer, although we would emphasize that a communication
loses much of its effectiveness
when the author is unwilling
to having his name published.

Letters must not exceed 350
words and submitted not later
than Monday night (unless it
concerns an event which occurs after Monday) to be considered for publication.
Letters longer than 350
words or turned in after Monday night will be considered
only after consultation with
one of the Associate Editors.
The Tiger also requires writers to address their letters as
"Letters To The Editor" or
submit them to one of the Associate Editors in the Tiger
Office.
Letters may also be sent to
Box 2097, Ciemson University Station, Ciemson, S. C.
29631.
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Skydiving Thrills Jumper
By GERALD GARRETT
Assistant News Editor

as an idiot or a fool, let me
explain that I went through all
the required training before
jumping. In fact, I completed
training over two weeks before.
Jeff Smith, president of
Dixie Skydivers, arranged to
have the plane flown up from
Barnwell for the weekend and
then managed to find an experienced pilot in the area. So we
were all set.
Anyway, Saturday morning
found me packing a parachute
and wondering what the hell I
was doing there. Will this thing
open? What if I kill myself?
My parents wouldn't even bury
me. My fiancee would mutilate
my already mutilated body!

Three weeks ago, I wrote a
feature for The Tiger Inwhlch
I stressed the safety of skydiving and urged daring and
thrill-seeking people to participate In this fast-growing
sport.
But, for some reason or
another, I just did not feel
right about telling everybody
how safe it was. Maybe I felt
that it was the same thing as
telling someone that there is
no reason to fear death. I
mean, I've never been told
that by a corpse, so how could
I reasonably tell someone that
it is safe to leap from a plane
at 3,000 feet?
In any event, to add creMy turn to go up finally came
dibility to my story, I made a early in the afternoon. My
very important decision. At fears remained with me as I
approximately 1:30 a.m. last put on my equipment (the borSaturday afternoon I found my- rowed chute I had packed borself looking into a 85-mile- rowed helmet and boots, and
per-hour wind 3,100 feet above my own flight suit). My fears
the ground-standing on the remained with me as I rode
to the airstrip.
wheel of a Cessna 172.
Maybe I'm jumping ahead of
But, believe it or not, my
myself. Before you brand me fears left me as I seated my-

%

Rock

Led Zeppelin II
Is Disappointing
By TOM PRIDDY
Staff Writer

#fe

actually on the record," Thank
You" and "Ramble On" show
Page at his best. He's not
The advertising said: "Led trying to impress anyone with
Zeppelin II couldn't possibly impossible runs; he's just
be as good as Led Zeppelin I." playing the way he feels.
As for the others in the
Of course, the trick was the
fact that the promoters were group, Robert Plant, lead sinexpecting us to disagree with ger, is just as emotional and
them. Funny thing though. powerful as he wasonLZI,but
They were right. It isn't as he's also discovered how to
be soft and powerful at the
good.
Actually Led Zeppelin II same time. He's not disapshouldn't be compared to any pointing at all.
Not to be left out is Plant's
other record at all. It should
stand on its own. (They brought harmonica work. I was never
gung-ho harmonica, but Plant
up the subject, I didn't.)
But since LZH has so little is really good, especially in
"Bring It On Home."
In common with LZI, it at
John Paul Jones, bass guitar
least provides a starting point and organ, is neither too profor discussion.
minent nor too well hidden.
LZII is good, but very disHe
provides good balance for
appointing. Not disappointing for what it is, but for what the rest of the group. The
it could have been. Jimmy only unfortunate note is the
Page, lead guitarist, has so fact that he left his best ormuch talent it's pathetic. Un- gan work on the first album.
fortunately, although the new
John Bonham has his first
album lets a little of it seep real drum solo on LZII, and
out, most of it Is held back. it comes off very well. "Moby
Dick'' includes about a threeHe plays a lot of short solos
and makes a lot of noise, but minute solo that copies no
one. It's neither as elaborate
nowhere on LZII is there any- as Ginger Baker's nor as ridithing that compares to "Black culous as Buddy Rich's. It
Mountain Side" from the first sounds like it really belongs
album. That showed not only to the piece.
talent, but feeling as well.
The combined efforts of
Page does a fantastic solo
everybody show up best on
called "White Summer" at
"Whole Lotta Love,""HeartLed Zeppelin concerts. It has
breaker," and "Ramble On."
to be believed. Yet if you've
I suppose that's what the whole
never seen them in person
album is about — combined
you've never heard it. It efforts toward one goal.
should have been included in
Even though Led Zeppelin
LZH, but itwasn't. That'sdisn is good, I'll probably alappointing.
ways think of it in time of
But getting back to what's
what it could have been. "

self in the plane and we took
off.
The door on my side of the
plane had been taken off to
allow easy exit from it, sol
was able to look straight down
as we gained altitude — and I
didn't like it. I saw water (Lake
Hartwell) in every direction,
and thoughts of drowning ran
through my sluggish brain.
I managed to push these
thoughts from my mind and
concentrate on enjoying the
view. I tried to be optimistic
and succeeded to some extent.
But I also failed to some extent: I had taken on the "What
the hell — who cares " attitude (this perhaps relates to
the fact that I had flunked an
organic chemistry quiz earlier In the day).
I watched the altimeter
slowly rise: 2,000 feet . . .
2500 . . . 2,800 . . 3,000 feet.
And then the moment arrived.
Terry Smith, the jumpmaster,
said, "Get your feet out," and
I slowly pulled my legs out
the door—right into an 85mile-per-hour wind.
I sat in that position awaiting further instructions and
suddenly realized that I needed to relieve my body of some
natural organic waste products. But too late.
Smith told the pilot to cut
the engine, and I knew the next
order would be for me. "OK,
get out on the strut." I did so.
And then I realized another
oversight on my part- Here I
was, looking into the wind,
with no goggles. I awaited the
signal to jump.
"Go!" I pushed off, arched,
and started counting — one
thousand, one . . one thousand
two . . . one thousand, six . .
whop! The chute was open. I
breathed a sigh of relief.
And then I realized the true
beauty of the situation. There
I was, some 2,800 feet above
earth, with nothing but the
chute holding me there. Fantastic.

But there was not any time
to enjoy the scenery of the
sense of complete freedorn I
felt. My next taskwas to guide
myself toward that 30-foot
circle of sawdust on the
ground.
I just rode with the wind
until I got about 200 feet from
the ground, pulling on the toggles (steering lines) to keep
myself headed for the target.
You can never know how much
of a sense of exhiliration it
gives until you try it.
At 200 feet, I did as I had
been told and faced the wind
to slow my forward velocity
and decrease landing speed.
But at the same time, I made
three stupid moves.
First, I locked my knees
(try jumping from a six-foot
ledge and landing with your
knees stiff).
Second, I placed my tongue
between my teeth as I usually
do when I am concentrating.
Third, I looked at the ground
instead of the horizon and saw
it coming at me at 23 feet per
second. It seemed that I was
doomed.
I landed about fifteen feet
from the target, hitting on my
feet and bouncing immediately on my back. At the same
time, my eye slammed into
my wisdom tooth, my shoulder blades crashed together,
and my liver bounced into my
lung. But I didn't feel a thing.
I was so thrilled with the
jump and the close landing
that I was up in seconds, ready to go again.
I jumped again the next day
and landed soft, but about seventy-five yards from the target. Believe me, I plan to
jump again as soon as the opportunity arises.
If you want to participate
in this unique and thrilling
sport, contact Jeff Smith in
13-413. The club will probably
train new members next semester. I'll gurantee you the
thrill of your life.
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Armed Gorella
001 1

..« ?"* i* * "" **» "Arwed Gorella." it Just part of the
Prints for Collector*" which is currently showing at the
Lee Hall Gallery in the Clemson University School of Architecture. The showing will last through Dee. 9.

Otis Features
Country Music
By TOM PRIDDY
Staff Writer

"Country Otis," known only to his friends as
Paul Batson, holds claim to WSBF's newest specialty show. His country music show which runs
from 8:30 to 11 p.m. on Tuesday nights is Tiger
Radio's first show of its kind since "Country Bellflower" left the air two years ago.
Batson hails from Marion and has been exposed to country music all his life. "I grew up
listening to it but not liking it until about last
year," he says.
It was then that he took his idea of an entire
country music show to the WSBF station managers. "I told them it would be rather unorthodox,
and it turned out to be that way," Batson says.
"So far the show's turned out really well," he
continued, "there hasn't been one week that I
haven't gotten a letter about the show."
The station constantly gets new country records, but Batson concentrates mainly on the most
requested artists, Johnny Cash and Tammy Wynette.
"Just crazy things happen," Batson says. "It's
a lot of fun."

CEILING
AND
VISIBILITY
UNLIMITED

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!
$100.00 over Factory Invoice Cost will buy

Feeling Dawn Lately?
Gerald Garrett, Tiger assistant news editor, proves the
old theories of gravitation as he parachutes from an altitude
of 3,000 feet. Garreit reported that the jump was "a real
down."

ANY NEW car on our lot. — Or we will order
to

your

specifications.

CHRYSLERS,

MOUTH FURYS, SATELUTES, ROAD RUNNERS,
G.T.X.S, DUSTERS, BARRACUDAS.
give Top Trades.

Clemson Shoe Service
Your Family Shoe Store
U. S. Keds — P. F. Flyers — Converse
Shoe Repairing

Phone 654-5427

At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft "ceiling and visibility unlimited"
is not just an expression. For example, the President of our
parent corporation joined P&WA only two years after receiving an engineering degree. The preceding President, now
Chairman, never worked for any other company. The current
President of P&WA started in our engineering department
as an experimental engineer and moved up to his present
position. In fact, the majority of our senior officers all have
one thing in common — degrees in an engineering or
scientific field.

PLY-

Also we

SEE* US TODAYI

DALTON-GILES MOTORS, INC.
| N. FIRST ST.

SENECA, S. C.

To insure CAVU*, we select our engineers and scientists
carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.

A CHRISTMAS SUGGESTION
FROM RCA

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D.'in: MECHANICAL •
AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY • MATERIALS SCIENCE • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCIENCE • ENGINEERING SCIENCE • ENGINEERING MECHANICS.

60 WATTS, 8 INCH AIR SEALED SPEAKERS

CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

AND DELUXE CHANGER

Consult your college placement officer — or write Mr.
William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

BEER!
EACH TIME THE TIGERS

SCORE ON AN

AWAY GAME, ONE ROUND OF DRAFT BEER

The Red Carpet
Lounge

The SS4000 SERIES Stereo Module System Model SS4000

RCA Stereo Module
System with FM-AM
and FM Stereo Radio

4 speakers, 60 watts
peak power, deluxe
changer and tuner...

MARTIN RADIO SERVICE
CLEMSON
SUPERB SOUND

CAVU* might also mean full utilization of your technical skills
through a wide range of challenging programs which include jet
engines for the newest military and commercial aircraft, gas
turbines for industrial and marine use, rocket engines for space
programs, fuel cells for space vehicles and terrestrial uses, and
other advanced systems.

$299.95

Pratt & Whitney Qircraft
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

u

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

ft
An Equal Opportunity Employtr
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Clemson Harriers
Seventh In ACC
By CHUCK WIMBERLY
Sports Writer
The Clemson cross country
team placed seventh over-all
in the five-mile Atlantic Coast
Conference
Championships
held last Monday inCharlottesville, Va.
Clemson's star runner Larry Rush was not able to finish
the race due to illness. Cap-

The Ark Really Does Float
With the aid of a P-Plant crane, the
Sailing Club finally launched the "ArK
and christened her "Zeus." The former

lifeboat will be used for ferrying crews
during meets.

Sailing Club Finishes
Party Boat For Meet
By TIMSHULL
Special to The Tiger
At 2:01 p.m., November 11,
1969, little five year-old Margaret Reneke lisped through
her missing front teeth, "I
christen thee Zeus." With
these words, a dream and a
great deal of hard work became a reality.
In the fashion of Mrs. Melvln Laird, Margaret also
missed the boat on the first
try with the champagne bottle,
but this was soon remedied.
With this action, the "Ark"
had a formal name. Even so
it will be fondly dubbed by
members of the Clemson Sailing Club, the "Ark."
With a crane granted by the
Clemson P-plant, theArk(excuse me, the Zeus) was lifted
from its cradels and gently
placed into Lake Hartwell. As
the tension was released from
the cables and the Zeus floated free, a roar emitted from
all those present. The Ark
FLOATS!
Truly it did float There
were two small leaks, but they
were soon located and fixed.

Because the engine was not
really finished, and the club
had failed to procur a license
for the boat; the Zeus had to
be paddled about
The work on the engine
was started by John Pearce,
now a resident of Charleston,
and finished by Harry Hall,
presently a Clemson student.
John is journeying up from
Charleston this weekend, and
he and Harry are to spend the
weekend testing the engine
and getting it ready for the
meet the following weekend.
The joke that had now become a reality was really going to make it and the Clemson Sailing Club had added
another item to its increased
facilities at the Y-Beach.
Upon releasing the Zeus to
fend for itself , the P-plant
them turned to the task of
stepping a 66-foot flagpole.
This pole, a project of John
Tamsburg and Trip Hines, is
the model of a nautical flag
pole. It is called a mast (if
you please?) and has a yard
and a gaff. The mast was lifted by a crane and set into
place. Then Wesley Cooler

crawled along the crane and
released the chain holding it
up.
With a flag borrowed from
the department of bands, John
Tamsburg made the sailing
area official and hoisted the
national colors. The stars and
stripes fluttered gracefully in
the breeze off Lake Hartwell.
Lacking a club burgee (a
nautical name for pennant), the
sailing club substituted apiece
of gaily colored cloth.
Mary Noel served champagne and the P-Plant took
home its crane. The Clemson Sailing Club had added
another chapter to its increasing role of promoting sailing
in the South.
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Clemson University
students will be admitted to the ClemsonSouth Carolina game
through gate 12atCarolina Stadium beginning
at 11:30 a.m., Nov. 22.
Four lines will be
used with all seniors in
line 1, juniors line 2,
sophomores line 3 and
freshmen comprising
line 4.
To be admitted to the
stadium and receive a
reserved seat ticket, a
student must (1) be in the
proper line according to
academic
classification, (2) present identlfication card (3) present
student activity card, (4)
show student stub and
(5) show student date
ticket, if applicable.
No one will be admitted unless the proper
requirements are met.
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Booters Suffer
Losing Season
By KEITH FENNELL
Sports Writer

son however, the soccer team
has begun to play as a team

Soccer Coach I. M. Ibrahim
said that their losing season
was due primarily to bad
breaks, untimely injuries, and
at times, a lack of one hundred
per cent effort.

winning three out of four.
Coach Ibrahim thinks that the
team has finally jelled and he
wished that the season had
more than one game to go.

Ibrahim praised "his kids"
saying that they had "more
desire to learn than anybody
else in the conference," but
that a lack of skill has hurt
In many games.

Ibrahim had much praise
for the boys on his team. He
said Roger Collins, all American javelin thrower, has an
excellent chance to make the
All-ACC first team this year
and maybe All-State or AllSouthern. He also said that a
couple of other boys have a
chance to make the all-conference team.

The first seven games went
badly for the Clemson soccer
team. Injuries to Pete Verdee
and Ed Wenz, the left side defense, and to Mark Rubich, all
American last year, and some
bad breaks caused the soccer
team to have a 1-5-1 record.
The win came at the expense
of Furman, the worst team
Clemson has played this year,
and the tie was with Citadel.

Kitchens Meets Hart

| Carolina §
| Tickets

In the last part of the sea-

Ibrahim's prospects for
next year are good. All of his
starting fullbacks will be back
as well as many others, and
he is very hopeful of freshman prospects.
The soccer team ended the
season against Western Carolina on Thursday.

Clemson defensive tackle Bonnie Kitchens prepares to
lower the boom on Duke's Leo Hart. The amasing Mr. Hart
passed for 212 yards and made three touchdowns.

BULOVA DOUBLE-TESTS
FOR WATERPROOF
SECURITY.
IS THIS ANY REASON
TO BUY ONE?
You bet it is. Each Bulova
waterproof* is individually-tested
in a deep-water pressure tank.
It one bubble shows up, the
watch is rejected. Come in and
we'll tell you many more reasons
why Bulova is your best buy.

SHAKEY'S

11* N. MAIN

South 291 By-Pass
at Mauldin Road
Greenville, S. C.

BARNETT MUSIC CENTER
GRAND OPENING
November 14-15

ANDERSON, S. C.
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• When case, crown, crystal are intact.

SOLID STATE - 8 TRACK
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tain Ritchie Furst, who placed twelfth with a time of 27:49,
ran with the top five runners
at the start of the race but
fell back toward the end, also
due to illness.
Other finishers for Clemson
were Jason Hill, who placed
24th, Frank Romero, 34th,
Jay Miller, 43rd, and Don
Morgan, 44th. A total of fifty
runners placed In the Championships.
"We might as well have
stayed home,' stated Coach
"Pee Wee" Greenfield, "We
had our first chance to finish
in the top three but things just
didn't happen."
The first place finisher in the
meet was Charles Shrader of
Maryland with a time of
26:37.9 He is also the track
record holder with a time of
26:04.5.
The second man to cross the
finish line was Gareth Hayes
of N.C. State. Hayes was
clocked at 27:04. Third place
went to UNC's Larry Weigeon
with a time of 27:12.
In the overall team scoring,
Maryland won with a total
of 49 points. Finishing behind
Maryland were Duke, UNC,
Virginia, N. C. State, South
Carolina, Clemson, and Wake
Forest respectively.
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Tuesday Basketball Practice

through practice drills in preparation for
Clemson's head basketball coaeh Bobby
the 1968-70 season.
Roberts looks on as his Tiger netxers run
"We'll be back next year,"
stated Coach Greenfield,"because we will lose only one
runner from this year's team.
Nobody ran bad or good at the
Conference Championships.
Things just happen."
Greenfield also said that he
ence Commissioner James H. the understanding that he not
may take two or three of his
By RAYSISTARE
be permitted to participate
Sports Writer
Weaver.
runners to the NCAA Championships to be held at ManMahaffey was sidelined last against any conference team
The Clemson basketball year after the first ten games more than six times (varsity
hatten College in New York
City on November 24. He was team has been practicing the and did not play after January games) exclusive, of course,
of tournament play."
still undecided on this point, past several weeks in order to 11.
Coach Bobby Roberts has
prepare for their opening
however.
announced
that he would hold
game
on
December
4
with
Indoor track will start at
Commissioner
Weaver
Mahaffey
out
of games with
the beginning of next semes- Auburn.
commented that "In all fairSouth
Carolina,
February 7 in
ter. Coach Greenfield has askOne bright spot inpre-sea - ness to the boy and in order
ed that all boys interested in son practice sessions is the that he might have participat- Columbia, Duke, February 9 at
participating should come by presence of Richie Mahaffey ed three full varsity seasons, Durham, and North Carolina,
the field house for a meeting Mahaffey was declared eligi- I would approve his eligibility February 13 at the NorthSouth Doubleheader in Charat 5 p.m. November 17.
ble by Atlantic Coast Confer- as of January 12, 1970, with lotte.

Basketball Team Practices
For December 4 Debut

Ruggers Defeat Davidson-,
Drop Match To Gamecocks
By HEWLETT POPE
Special to The Tiger
This past weekend the
Clemson ruggers invaded Davidson, N.C. and Columbia for
respective matches with Davidson and USC.
Despite the efforts of David
Landers, the Clemson Orange
team defeated Davidson 16-10.
Standouts for the Orange were
Bob Applebaum, Jack Stankiewicz, Joe Augy, Bruno Accomando, and of course Edmo.
Applebaum intercepted a
Davidson pass on the Davidson two yard line and with a
sleek left cut, a series of evasive moves, and some good
broken field running fell exhausted into the Davidson end
zone to ice the match.
This brings Applebaum's
total yards rushing to two
yards for the season.
Edmo, Bruno, Stank, and
Augy played their usual good
matches despite Lander's
constant derogatory heckling.
Meanwhile, in Columbia, the
Clemson Purple, under the expert supervision of playercoach Dave Huff, lost a close
match to the Gamecocks by the
score of 13-5.
The Clemson score came in
an apparent mix-up on the

USC goal line. Roger Brown,
back from a crushing defeat
at the hands of the Duxbury
Mauler in the Rugby House
kitchen, showed that his physical condition was as degenerated as usual.
Rookies Lewis Cameron,
Mike Morgan, and Arthur

Char land made brilliant debuts despite their lack of athletic supporters. Veterans
Huff, Gunnarson, and Strickland showed usual form.
Rugby Club members are
urged to attend impeachment
procedings of captain Landers
this week.

Player Of The Week
Choices Are Named
Offensive
guard Grady
Burgner received the highest
grade by an offensive lineman
this year as the Clemson
coaching staff voted the Chattanooga, Tenn. native offensive - lineman - of-the-week
laurels for his performance
against Duke last Saturday.
Burgner made good on 75 of
79 assignments for a grade of
95 per cent. Center Dave
Thompson was second with 92
per cent followed by JimDorn,
90, Steve Lewter 87 and Jack
King 86.
Quarterback Tommy Kendrick, who hit 12 of 26 passes
for 239 yards and a two-point
conversion, was voted the offensive back - of- the - week

award. Ironically, Burgner
and Kendrick were winners in
the season's first game
against Virginia.
Linebacker Ben Watson and
back Jewell McLaurin became
winners for the first time when
Watson received the nod as
defensive lineman - of -the week and McLaurin, defensive
back-of-the-week.
Watson was credited with 12
individual tackles, the most
by a Clemson player in a single game this year", and had
one assist. McLaurin made
three tackles and assisted on
another.
Both Watson and McLaurin
came off the bench in substitute roles.

The miracle ruling ended
speculation on whether Mahaffey, the last of four Mahaffey's
to play at Clemson, would be
able to play.
In the ten games In which
Mahaffey did compete last
year, he averaged 12.8 points
a game and 8.8 rebounds a contest. After the 6-7 center was
lost for the year the Tigers
found themselves without a
man over 6-5. The lack of
height proved disastrous and
Clemson captured last place in
the ACC.
Butch Zatezalo will be back
with the Tigers, also. The 5-11
guard will attempt to win the
ACC scoring crown for the
third straight year. Zatezalo
led the conference in 1968 with
a 23.0 average and upped his
average to 25.8 last year.
Zatezalo
commented,
"Tilings have looked real good
so far in practice this year.
Clemson is not picked to finish very high in the conference
this year, but I feel that once
Richie (Mahaffey) gets in there
then we'll have a pretty good
year.
"Dickie Foster and Dave
Thomas have really improved," continued Zatezalo,
"So we're going to be better
than a lot of people expect."
Zatezalo has been picked as
a pre-season ail-American in
several basketball publications.
The Tigers will get their
first taste of action Monday
night at 7 o'clock when the
varsity will battle the Clemson freshman team in Littlejohn Coliseum.

WE RE DEMONSTRATING

Complete with Batteries
Tone Control
• Balance Control
Automatic Channel Selector
Detachable Speakers

1-9 P. M.
WITH LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
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Free Record Given Away Every
Hour on the Hour
206 College Ave.
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ONLY
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^ Tigers Tackle Heels
^% In Conference Tilt
By BILL RHODES
Sports Editor

Frank Howard's weekly news conference
in Greenville was a little livelier than usual
last Tuesday as the Baron angrily denied rumors of his retirement. Such rumors have
become an annual affair of late; and at this
time, this year's spate of whisperings should
not be taken any more seriously than those
of the past.
Howard told the reporters, "For gosh
sakes don't say no more about me retiring,
One of these days I'm gonna retire, but I get
so tired of reading about it in the paperjhat
I don't know what to do. When I retire, everybody will be duly notified, and I'd rather
not see a thing until then."
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Questions about the Baron's retirement
had been prompted by a discussion of Charlie Waller, a former Clemson assistant coach
who has recently been named head coach
of the San Diego Chargers, and the longevity
of Howard's coaching staff.
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Other important things were also revealed at the news conference. Howard predicted that the ACC would drop the requirement
of a score of 800 on the college board exams
which athletes must have in order to receive
a grant-in-aid.
The 800 score has been the source of controversy and despair for many years among
the ACC fans. Opponents of the 800 score
argue that the score, which is higher in the
ACC than in other conferences, allows such
teams as Georgia to take the cream of the
crop of prospective athletes who cannot meet
the ACC prerequisite and turn out perenially
good teams.
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Also required is a 1.6 predicted GPR.
Howard said, "I think they'll drop the 800
score, and we'll just have the 1.6. We have
the 800 and the 1.6 now, and if we get rid
of the 800, that would help some. We might
get in five or six boys we wouldn't be able
to get in under both."
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Opposition to dropping the 800 score
comes, in the main, from Duke and Wake
Forst who argue that their schools are even
more scholastically demanding than other
ACC schools. They would therefore have a
harder time keeping their athletes.
The 800 score is a problem to some exceptional athletes. Clemson students, as distinguished from the grant-in-aid athletes, do
not have to have an 800, and there is no reason why athletes should be segregated by
such a requirement.
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The question is whether Clemson and the
rest of the ACC wish to compete on a more
equal basis with outside teams or whether
they will be content to play among themselves. The answer lies in the fact that Clemson, at least, has long ago committed itself
to money-making, big-time football.
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By LARRY THOMA
Sports Writer
Saturday, the Clemson Tigers travel to Chapel Hill, N.C.
to tangle with the University
of N.C. Tar Heels. Saturday's
game should be an exciting
one with both teams battling
to stay alive for at least a
share of the ACC crown.
The Tigers must win Saturday to have a chance at a
share of the ACC title. If
South Carolina wins Saturday's game against Wake Forest, Clemson can do no better
than tie USC for the title in
their November 22 meeting. If
USC should lose to Wake Forest and ClemsonwlnSaturday,
the
outright title would be de"Well Verner, if» like I teU you all the
in'." Clemson'* Jack Anderson can well
cided inColumbiaattheClemtime; you can't go nowhere without blocktestify to the Baron's wisdom.
son-Carolina game.
The Tigers must first get by
a fine Tar Heel team which
crushed VMI last week 62-11
while Clemson was being upset by an inspired Duke team
34-27. The Tigers stand 3-1
in the conference while UNC
has a 2-2 record. South Carolina leads the conference
standings with a perfect 4-0
record.
chance to play, but two key
mind, we could easily be beatBy JULE WELBORN
North Carolina will be a
mistakes
on
my
part
were
en."
Sports Writer
tough opponent for the Tigers.
disasters for myself and the
team."
The Tigers lost a heart"The biggest game of the They're tough, strong, and
season is each week," con- have won their last 3 games.
breaker to Duke last Saturday
Tight end Jim Sursavage cluded Gilstrap. "This one is The Tar Heels have been deby the score of 34-27. Their
commented, "They're a better a must game for us if we want scribed as the hardest hitting
chances for sole possession
team than people think. We to be ACC co-champs."
team in the ACC and the most
of the ACC crown has been
have a better team than they
improved through the season.
lost, but there Is still the posSursavage summed things
do and if we played them again,
North Carolina's offense is
sibility of a co-championship
we would beat them without up by saying, ''They will be geared to their ground attack.
if the Tigers can stop UNC
tough because of the momen- Their big gun is tailback Doc
any trouble."
this week and USC next week.
Turning to this week's game tum of winning their last three McCauley, who leads the ACC
About last week's game,
with the Tar Heels of North games. For us, it'snow or nein rushing with 842 yards, seRalph Daniel, sophomore deCarolina, Daniel said, "They ver. We play to win every ven more than Clemson's Ray
fensive back, commented,
have a big offensive line. Don week."
Yauger.
"Leo Hart was great. Coach
McCauley is the leading rushHoward said he couldn't throw
er in the ACC. Daniel confrom flat on his back, but he
cluded by saying, "If we don't
did. They started throwing a
win this one, we can forget i
lot of quickpasses that we didthe conference title."
n't know how to defend."

Tough Going

Players View UNC As
A "Must Win" Game

Jewell McLaurin, who was
voted defensive back of the
week declared, that Hart was
a good scrambler who could
come up with the big play
when it was needed. "It was
a hard defeat for us. We were
over-confident going into the
game."
Number two quarterback
Rick Gilstrap said of last
week's loss, "Pur offense had
one of its better days as far as
fundamentals are concerned.
We made some key mistakes
that Duke took advantage of,
which is the mark of a good
team."
Gilstrap added that as far as
statistics go Clemson had i
good game, "but statistics
don't win ball games."
Lastly, Gilstrap said, "Individually, I had an excellent

McLaurin stated that UNC
has only an average passing
attack. "They just have agood
hard-nosed team. They've
really come on strong their
last three games. They are
better than Duke and are the
best ACC team we will have
played so far."

By LEWIS HOLMES
Sports Writer

UNC 62
VMI 11
North Carolina's rambunctious Tar Heels shelled VMT' s
hapless Cadets for 62 points
and then limited the Keydets
to but one touchdown in a 62For his performance in last
11 rout. Tar Heel quarterback
week's game, McLaurin was t
Johnny Swofford, back from
promoted to the number one
'an earlier injury, guided the
left safety spot. He concluded
volatile Heel offense.
by saying, "We can't look
WAKE FOREST 23
ahead to the USC game if we
VIRGINIA 21
don't beat the Tar Heels, that
last game won't have as much
A last period safety pulled
meaning.''
a determined band of Wake
"The UNC defense has had Forest Demon Deacons past
its ups and downs, said Gil- a discouraged Virginia Cavastrap, "but they are capable lier ball club 23-21. The
of playing good ball. I think
Cavaliers, down 21-7, managthat we will come back this ed to pull even with the Deaweek. If we don't go into this cons with two minutes remaingame with the right frame of ing in the contest. The Dea-

Wimberty
Welborn
Holmes
Sistare
Thoma
Fennell
Circ
Rhodes
Hogue
(83-37)
(86-34)
(81-39)
(83-37)
(84-36)
(82-38)
(85-35)
(85-35)
UNC (4-4)—CLEMSON (4-4)
CLEMSON CLEMSON CLEMSON CLEMSON CLEMSON CLEMSON CLEMSON CLEMSON CLEMSON
USC
Wake Forest (3-5)—USC (5-3)
USC
USC
use
USC
USC
USC
USC
USC
Georgia (5-2-D—Auburn (6-2)
Auburn
Auburn
Auburn
Auburn
Auburn
Georgia
Auburn
Auburn
Georgia
Penn St.
Penn St. (7-0)—Maryland (2-6)
Penn St.
Penn St.
Penn St.
Penn St.
Penn St.
Penn St.
Penn St.
Penn St.
Citadel (6-2)—Furman (0-6-1)
Citadel
Citadel
Citadel
Citadel
Citadel
Citadel
Citadel
Citadel
~"Citadel
Ohio St. (7-0)—Purdue (7-1)
Ohio St.
Ohio St.
Ohio St.
Ohio St.
Ohio St.
Ohio St.
Ohio St.
Ohio St.
Ohio St.
Oklahoma (4-3)—Kansas (2-6)
Okla.
Okla.
Okla.
Okla.
Okla.
Okla.
Okla.
Okla.
Okla.
Alabama (5-3)—Miami (3-4)
Ala.
Ala.
Ala.
Ala.
Ala.
Ala.
Ala.
Ala.
Ala.
Florida (6-1-D—Kenutcky (2-6)
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Ga. Tech (3-5)—Notre D. (6-1-1) Notre D.
Notre D.
Notre D.
Notre D.
Notre D.
Notre D.
Notre D.
Notre D.
Notre D.
N.C. St. )3-3-D—Houston (5-2)
Houston
Houston
Houston
Houston
Houston
Houston
Houston
Houston
Houston
VPI (2-5-D—Duke (2-5-1)
VPI
VPI
Duke
VPI
VPI
Duke
VPI
VPI
VPI
Stanford (5-2-1)—Air Force (6-2)
Stanford
Stanford Air Force Stanford
Stanford
Stanford
Stanford
Stanford
Stanford
Tulane (2-6)—Virginia (3-5)
~~ Tulane
Tulane
Tulane
Tulane
Tulane
Tulane
Tulane
Tulane
"Tulane
Tenn. (8-0)—Mississippi (5-3)
Tenn.
Tenn.
Tenn.
Tenn.
Tenn.
Miss.
Tenn.
Tenn.
Tenn.

cons, however, capitalized on
a bad center snap to hand the
Cavaliers their fourth straight
loss.
MIAMI (O.) 34
MARYLAND 21
Despite a three touchdown
outburst in the last half by a
courageous Maryland Terrapin team they failed to overcome an explosive Miami of
Ohio. An 80-yard touchdown
pass to star sprinter Roland
Merritt resulted in the first
Terp score.
TENNESSEE 29
USC 14
South Carolina came within a
inch of pulling off one of college football's biggest upsets.
That one inch belonged to Volunteer linebacker Jack Reynolds who dove for a stray
Gamecock aerial. Luckily for
the third-ranked Volunteers,
he came up with the pigskin,
for the Gamecocks down by
two scant points, were on the
move again. This timely interception turned the momentum
of the fierce battle toward
Tennessee.

HARVEY
WALLBANGER
CAN BE MADE
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Engine choices that run from

a thrifty six up to the incomparable 426 Hemi.
Nine models in all, priced to compete with the pony cars.

Challenger is here.

Linebacker's Eye View
Clemson quarterback Tommy Kendrick checks up and
down his line as the Tigers prepare to launch another play
in the direction of the Duke Blue Devils in last Saturday'*
upset loss.
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MONDAY SPECIAL
Bar-B-Q Plate-Reg. 95c-Only 79c
WED. & THURS.
VA FRY CHICKEN - - 74c
F.F.. Slaw, Leliuc* tc Tomatoes
• Drive In • Chicken • Short Orders
e Bar-B-Q e Steaks • Shakes & Fries

Phone In Now-Pick-Up in 5 Min.
882-3827

FRATS!
SHIRTS
AND
JACKETS

N. First

Seneca, S. C.

The elegant and the long

Seneca, S. C.

compact field. Gripping the road with a stance
that stays solid.

North Carolina's defense is
tough, especially against the
run. Defensive end Judge Mattocks and guard Bill Richardson are the defensive leaders.
They lead a rugged defense
that hits hard and steadily.
The defense has allowed less
than 110 yards a game rushing.
The Tar Heels are more
vulnerable to the pass. Their
pass defense is weak, which
has cost the Tar Heels several games this year. Clemson will capitalize on that
weakness.
Saturday's game will be a
toughly contested battle that
the Tigers must win to stay in
contention for the ACC crown
and meet the Gamecocks next
week in Columbia to decide
the title.

FINE FOOD

Here it comes, the only new entry in the sports
3D0VC

Tight end Tony Blanchard,
who is the son of famed Joe
Blanchard of West Point football, is the leading receiver
for the Tar Heels. He's big
and blocks well, but he's not
very fast as a receiver.

Harris Sporting
Goods

TO INTRODUCE CHALLENGER

Jk%r%r

Directing the offense is
quarterback John Swofford,
who runs more than he throws.
His passing is good enough to
keep the defense honest while
he directs his strong running
attack.
The fullback is Saulis Zemaitis, a very strong runner
and tough blocker who leads
the interference for McCauley. Bucky Perry is the wingback.
North Carolina's kicking
game is very good. Punter
Ken Price kicks the ball high,
allowing good down field
coverage by the Tar Heels.
Don Harry is the placement
specialist He rarely misses
an extra point and is 8 for 14
on field goals.
The Tar Heel offensive line
is as good at blocking as any
team Clemson has or will face
this year. They protect their
quarterback andopenthe holes
for their backs very well.

Guard Ed Chalupka leads the
blocking.

UNC Blasts VMI.
Cars Drop Fifth

We Pick 'Em

jk ^st ^sk

McCauley is not fast, but he
is strong, runs hard, and bulls
his way for yardage. McCauley alsoJaads the Tar Heels
in kickoff returns, TD's, and
is second in pass receiving.

And it will

change the world you drive in, for good.

CHALLENGER IS HERE NOW AT HAYNES DODGE SALES '££,£,?"*

Pepsi-Cola
and Tigers
Pour If On

ihow— the long straight collar,
dongatcd to frame today's wider,
;. More elegance the luxuriant
cotton broadcloth in this Gant Town shirt.
Tailored with singular precision from collar to
French cuff—patently Gant. In white or hlue. The
Town shirt can be worn with or without a pin.

water* $c ittilman
sloan street
downtown clemson
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Student Gets Probation
For Disturbing Peace

CAMPUS NEWS

"Dorm Bash" Set

DORM BASH
The girls of Mauldin Hall
will give a "Dorm Bash" in
the front and back lounges
of Mauldin from 8-12 p.m.
Friday.
Admission is 25 cents stag
and 45 cents drag. Music will
be provided and a good time
will be had by all.
TEC REGISTRATION
Registration for new students for the winter quarter at
Tri-County TEC will be held
Dec. 16-19.
All interested persons
should contact Tri-County
TEC immediately to begin
pre-enrollment procedures.

REGISTRATION
Junior and senior premed
and predent students willpreregister with Dr. Burtner on
the following schedule: Nov.
18, 8:30 to 1 p.m. and 2 p.m.
to 6 p. m., Abbott through
Kinard; Nov. 20, 8:30 to 1
p.m. and 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.,
Knoy through Worsham.
RELIGIOUS SPEAKER
R. Baine Harris, professor
of Philosophy and Religion,
will address theClemsonUnitarianUniversalist Fellowship
on Sunday at 10:30 a.m. in the
YMCA Clubroom. The public
is invited to hear the lecture
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
The Amateur Radio Club
will meet Monday night at 7
in the basement of the Army
ROTC building.
ANTIQUE SHOW
There will be an antique
show and sale in Township
Auditorium, Columbia, Nov.
16-19.
The show will be open from
1 p.m. to 10 p.m. the first
three days and from 1 p.m. to

Meanwhile, another student
had summoned head residence

and had threatened the hall
monitor.

counselor T. J. Tisdale. Tisdale immediately halted the
fight and asked the students
involved to see him in his office at a later date. According
to the prosecution, the defendant refused and left the scene.

The court was cleared for
deliberation and, after a short
time, the defendent received
his probation sentence.

Four students who had witnessed the disturbance, including the hall monitor, testified to the court as witnesses for the prosecution. In
their testimony, they described the incident as was stated
above.

Happy Birthday to Chi
Lambda — Nov. 12, 1969.

6 p.m. the last day. Admission
will be $1.50.

(formerly ambassador to Portugal, Dominican Republic,

TELEPHONE LECTURES
Professor R. A. Fredland
of the Political Science department invites all Interested
persons to attend telephone
lectures in the Hardin Hall
auditorium.
On Nov. 18, from 1-2 p.m.
Ambassador Tapley Bennett

Italy, and Greece) will speak
on "How Foreign Policy is
Made."

High Court sentenced a student Monday night to probation
through December of 1970 in a
case involving disturbing the
peace.

On Nov. 25, 2-3 p.m. Prof.
David A. Kay of Columbia
University will speak on the
United Nations.
Both speakers will also answer questions.

The student had previously
been found innocent of grounds
of disorderly conduct as the
result of drunkeness.
According to testimony by
the prosecution, the defendent
and a friend had "went drinking beer" and afterwards had
returned to Norris Hall. The
defendent's friend then created a disturbance, which
brought two students and a hall
monitor to the scene.

King BlamesParents
For Child's Failure

DELTA SIGMA NU
There will be a meeting of
Delta Sigma Nu Tuesday at
7:30 p.m. in room 101, physics building.
All members are urged to
attend.

By PHIL WALKLET
Staff Writer

By THALES PARKER
Staff Writer
Dr. Carroll King, Professor
of Chemistry at Northwestern
University spoke to a group of
Chemistry professors and
students Wednesday night on
the topic "Chemical Education
—Where to Now."
He opened his speech by discussing why most children who
are born happy become unhappy somewhere around the
fifth grade. He stated that,
although most of the blame is
always placed on the parents
and home, "It's not the parent's fault."
"Something is wrong with
the school —something needs
to be done," he added. "History has taught us that there
must be a new approach" said
King, to the system of teaching
we have today.
He said, "A better approach
has to be found by the end of
the century if the human race
is to survive on this earth."
King referred to the earth
as "SpaceshipEarth'' and stated that modern man is confined to it. He went on to explain that every man is a crew
member on this spaceship and
has specific duties. "To preform these duties we must educate everyone in society
and do away with the system of
you failed or passed," he said.

Moratorium Is Local

Past Editor Dies
David Crawford, 23, U.S.
Air Force 1st lieutenant and
Tiger editor during the 19651966 school year, was killed
Tuesday in a motorcycle accident in Florida.
While a student at Clemson,
Crawford was a member of
Tau Beta Pi, Phi Eta Sigma,
Phi Kappa Phi, the Glee Club,
and the junior honors program. He graduated in 1967
with a degree in electrical engineering.
As managing editor of the

Tiger, Crawford received an
award for writing the best
editorial in the state at the
South Carolina Collegiate
Press Association and became editor the following!
year.
A native of Philadelphia,
Pa., he was the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Russell F. Crawford of
Greenville. Surviving are a
sister and two brothers.
Burial services were held
Wednesday in Woodlawn
Memorial Park in Greenville.

SCOTTY'S RESTAURANT
SPAGHETTI SPECIAL
EVERY WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
SPAGHETTI & MEAT SAUCE

OR
SPAGHETTI & MEAT BALLS - $1.00
Includes Tax, Tea or Coffee

SHIRTS

UNDERWEAR
Downtown Clemson

Ph. 226-1991

exalt
STORK
66

Serving Clemson Since 1908"

- WITH A SMILE Downtown

Clemson

Venture:
Purify water
with the fiber
that made
men whistle.
, Nylon. Reverse osmosis.
A fiber that started making girls' legs more beautiful some 30 years ago.
And a process that's been around a lot longer.
But when Du Pont scientists and engineers look
at them in a new way, they combine into an idea that
can change the world.
Reverse osmosis is a purification process that
requires no phase change. It's potentially the cheapest way to desalinate water.
Du Pont's innovation ? Hollow, semipermeable nylon fibers much finer than human hair. Symmetrical,
with an outer diameter of .002 inch and a wall thickness of .0005 inch, with an accuracy of manufacture
maintained at close to 100%. Twenty-five to 30 million
of them encased in a precisely engineered unit 14
inches in diameter by 7 feet long.
The result: a semipermeable surface area of about
85,000 square feet—the size of a 2-acre lot—and up
to 10,000 gallons of desalted water per day.
So far "Permasep"® permeators have been used
experimentally to purify brackish and polluted water,
and in various industrial separations. But the potential to desalt seawater, too, is there.
So Du Pont scientists and engineers are even now
working toward improved fibers, units and plant
designs that should make it possible to get fresh
water from salt at a price that any town or nation
can afford.
Innovation—applying the known-to discover the
unknown, inventing new materials and putting them
to work, using research and engineering to create
the ideas and products of the future—this is the
venture Du Pont people are now engaged in.
For a variety of career opportunities, and a chance
to advance through many fields, talk to your Du Pont
Recruiter. Or send us the coupon.
Du Pont Company, Room 7890, Wilmington, DE 19898
Please send me the booklets checked below.
□ Chemical Engineers at Du Pont
□ Mechanical Engineers at Du Pont
□ Engineers at Du Pont
□ Accounting, Data Systems, Marketing, Production

CARLOS RESTAURANT
Anderson, S. C.
24-Hour Breakfast

NameUniversityDegree

-Graduation Date-

2 BLOCKS NORTH OF ANDERSON RECREATION CENTER
1510 N. MURRAY STREET

AddressCity-

Waffles - Steaks -- Sandwiches

Bill Evans, the defense attorney, stated in his summary
that the prosecution had in
no way proven the defendent
was intoxicated at the time of
the incident. He also said that
the disturbance was not entirely the fault of the defendent.
Prosecuting attorney Ernie
Pierson summarized that the
defendent had been drinking

Need A Bartender? Call 6396208 — Eric.
NOW SHOWING
"The Libertine comes across
with wry humor and taste
„
—Harper's Bazaar

(X) Rating
"The LIBERTINE"
In COLOR
Special Late Show*
Fri. & Sat
10:30 P.M.

Paul Burke
Carol L/nley
"ONCE YOU
KISS A
STRANGER"
COLOR"

M - Rating

IS THIS YOUR STYLE?

Sun.Mon.-Tue. • Nor. 16-18
WALTER MATTHAU
CAMES COBURN
EWA AULIN as "CANDY"

-StateAn Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F)

AT MAULDIN CHEVROLET
PUTTING YOU FIRST KEEPS US FIRST

MAULDIN CHEVROLET
NEW & USED CARS

-Zip-

candy
Technicolor" CRC
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PARTS AND SERVICE
MECHANIC STREET

DRESS WOOL PANTS

SOCKS &

The hall monitor attempted
to quiet the student, and in the
process held the student
against the wall. The appearance of such actions alarmed
the defendent, who felt that his
friend may be harmed. He
jumped between the two and
began a verbal exchange with
the hall monitor. The exchange
resulted in threats made by
the defendent and finally a
tussle on the floor.

Congratulations to Chi
Lambda on their second
birthday, founded November 12, 1967.
Wallbanger

IF NOT, WE HAVE SOMETHING THAT IS,

JUDGE KELLER

L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY

Everyfhino for the Forty

Dr. King

-Littlejohn

123 BY-PASS

The Clemson Vietnam Moratorium Committee
refutes any affiliation with the Student Committee to Free South Carolina. Any letter announcing a regional moratorium for Clemson is
not authorized or prepared by the Moratorium
Committee. The Clemson Moratorium is local,
and any person having knowledge of letters announcing a regional moratorium is asked to contact Mike Sloan or any member of the Moratorium
Steering Committee.
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King said a population of
about four billion people could
live on earth if they are all
educated. To do this he explained that we must think of
educating everyone instead of
only those who are most qualified.
King stated, "The students
of today don't want what they
are getting in terms of education." He said this is evident
from the rebellions that are
seen all around the world.
Dr. King summed up his
speech with five rules which
professors could live by in
educating the human race. He
said the student must be given
time to learn at his own individual rate.
The other rules were: the
student must progress, he
must succeed, must have time
to play, and the instructors
must be concerned about their
students. He said, "Instructors should initiate a grassroot program where he considers every student important.
Dr. King is a native of Utah
where he did his undergraduate work at the University of
Utah. He did his Graduate work
at Northwestern University
where he has been since as a
professor and researcher. Dr.
King centered his speech
mostly around the general education of the nation and the
world.

The defendent testified as
the only witness for the defend
se. He denied the testimony of
the prosecution witnesses.
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